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VibrAcoustic® baths infuse water with vibrations for a bathing 

experience like no other. Just plug in your music and pump 

your favorite playlist through the bath. Rock out while getting 

ready for a night that’s only just begun, or lie back and soak in 

the sound as the vibrations surround you and move through 

you for a bathing experience like you’ve never known.
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Baths relax. Air baths and whirlpools invigorate. But no other bathing 
experience immerses your body in sound quite like this.

Special transducers hidden behind the shell of the bath emit sound waves. These vibrations 

surround your body and resound throughout your core as the rhythms pulse both above and below 

the waterline. Choose from any of four original compositions or simply plug in your smartphone, 

tablet or MP3 player, or add your own receiver and stream wirelessly with any device enabled with 

BLUETOOTH® technology. Control the entire experience with an intuitive touchscreen interface.  

Then rock out or chill out. It’s your music. It’s your mood.

 

The BLUETOOTH® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. 

Water and sound. In concert.
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Solitude
Promotes deep relaxation and rhythmic breathing with 
universal tones that call to mind the ebb and flow of tides.

Transcendence 
Resonates with clarity to integrate mind and body, 
encouraging both to find complete peace.

Awakening
Stimulates the mind and body with melodic rhythms  
to deepen your relaxation with every breath.

Letting Go
Guides you through sweeping, undulating rhythms for  
a symphonic, full-body experience.

Each of the four original compositions was created by a renowned sound therapist. They 

were carefully designed to promote relaxation in both your body and your mind and are 

easily accessed through an intuitive touch screen that controls the entire experience.
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Transducers (A) emit sound waves that 
travel through the water to both gently 
resound within and envelop the body. 
Each transducer is strategically positioned 
to provide the most beneficial effects 
to the entire body and is concealed 
behind the shell of the bath for a smooth, 
uninterrupted bathing surface.

Set the stage with optional chromatherapy 
(B) as a sequence of four colored lights 
work with the sound vibrations for a 
unique experience.

The science of water and sound.
VibrAcoustic® technology adapts the science of sound therapy to create a bathing 
experience like no other.
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VibrAcoustic® technology is available  
on a full lineup of baths for complete  
design and installation flexibility. 
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Memoirs® VibrAcoustic Bath 
66" x 42" x 22" K-1170-VB
72" x 42" x 22" K-1418-VB

Mariposa® VibrAcoustic Bath 
60" x 36" x 20" K-1239-VB/-VBL/-VBR
 K-1239-VBLA/-VBRA
66" x 36" x 20" K-1224-VB/-VBL/-VBR
 K-1224-VBLA/-VBRA
72" x 36" x 20" K-1257-VB/-VBL/-VBR
 K-1257-VBLA/-VBRA

Devonshire® VibrAcoustic Bath 
60" x 32" x 20" K-1357-VB 

K-1357-VBLA/-VBRA

Underscore® VibrAcoustic Bath 
60"x 30" x 19" K-1167-VB/-LVB/-RVB 

K-1167-VBC/-LVBC/-RVBC
60" x 32" x 21" K-1168-VB/-VBC
60" x 36" x 21" K-1849-VB/-VBC
66" x 32" x 22" K-1822-VB/-VBC
66" x 36" x 22" K-1173-VB/-VBC
72" x 36" x 23" K-1835-VB/-VBC
72" x 42" x 23" K-1174-VB/-VBC
48" x 48" x 34" K-1969-VB/-VBC

Bancroft® VibrAcoustic Bath 
60" x 32" x 20" K-1151-VBLA/-VBRA
66" x 42" x 22" K-1158-VB

Archer® VibrAcoustic Bath 
60" x 30" x 19" K-1947-VB/-VBL/-VBR
 K-1947-VBLA/-VBRA
60" x 32" x 19" K-1122-VB
 K-1122-VBLA/-VBRA
66" x 32" x 19"  K-1949-VB
 K-1949-VBLA/-VBRA
72" x 36" x 19"  K-1124-VB
 K-1124-VBLA/-VBRA

VibrAcoustic® Interface
VibrAcoustic interface 1190050-J
VibrAcoustic interface with chromatherapy  1190050-K

Available with Polished Chrome (-CP) or  
Vibrant® Brushed Nickel (-BN) trim 

VibrAcoustic® technology is available on a wide range of KOHLER® baths.  
To see the complete line-up, visit www.KOHLER.com/VibrAcoustic
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Get a backstage pass to the  
VibrAcoustic® experience.

Scan here to watch the video.
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